Abstract. Powerful compute clusters and multi-core systems have become widely available in research and industry nowadays. This boost in utilizable computational power tempts people to run compute-intensive tasks on those clusters, either for speed or accuracy reasons. Especially Monte Carlo simulations with their inherent parallelism promise very high speedups. Nevertheless, the quality of Monte Carlo simulations strongly depends on the quality of the employed random numbers. In this work we present a comprehensive analysis of state-of-the-art pseudo random number generators like the MT19937 or the WELL generator used for parallel stream generation in different settings. These random number generators can be realized in hardware as well as in software and help to accelerate the analysis (or simulation) of communications systems. We show that it is possible to generate high-quality parallel random number streams with both generators, as long as some configuration constraints are met. We furthermore depict that distributed simulations with those generator types are viable even to very high degrees of parallelism.
Introduction
The ongoing research activities and technological progress over the last years have led to a tremendous increase in the complexity of current systems and scientific challenges. More and more realistic and highly sophisticated models require numerical computations, since analytical solutions are not available in many cases. For example in the analysis of communications systems, independent random numbers are required in a lot of places, e.g. for the generation of payload data, additive white gaussian channel noise, or the modeling of fading channels. Furthermore, we can mention modeling carrier offsets and timing offsets, and the multiple channels between transmit and receive antennas in multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations remain a widely employed universal method to solve problems when other approaches are not applicable (Korn et al., 2010) . It is important to note that the result quality of a MC simulation strongly depends on the quality of the RNs used. When only one random number generator (RNG) is used for the complete simulation (for example for distributing one random number (RN) stream to only one or a smaller number of processing elements (PEs)), it is sufficient to instantiate a single generator with the desired quality properties.
Nevertheless, in order to obtain the results fast and with the desired accuracy, parallel simulations are mandatory. MC simulations are perfect candidates for parallel simulation, since they rely on a large number of independent experiments that can be carried out simultaneously. However, the generation of high-quality independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) RNs is a big challenge. With huge computing clusters and the Cloud becoming accessible for more and more researchers and professionals, it is time to have a closer look on possible pitfalls and quality issues arising from highly parallel simulations.
Various approaches for creating i.i.d. parallel RN streams have been proposed up to now that we study in detail in this paper. We give a short summary about available generation methods for parallel RN streams and how they can be tested, together with an overview about related work. For the famous MT19937 Mersenne Twister (MT) and the wellequidistributed long-period linear (WELL) generator proposed by Pierre L'Ecuyer, we show that randomly seeding parallel RNGs is safe, also for very high degrees of parallelism. We have carried out a comprehensive analysis of possible inter-stream correlations and substreams in the popular MT19937 pseudo random number generator (PRNG) using the TestU01 test suite, a popular test framework for RN quality analysis. We show that for a well-defined seeding schemes no peculiarities are observed. In summary we demonstrate that the use of standard state-of-the-art PRNGs like the MT and the WELL is safe, also for parallel simulations.
Background
The generation of high-quality RNs in high volumes has long been a hot topic in research. In general, three types of RNs exist:
-quasi RNs, and -pseudo RNs.
At a first glance, true RNs seem to be most desirable, since they are really random and can not predicted in any way. However, true RNs come with some drawbacks: Firstly, their generation typically relies on a physical process and therefore needs a special device that is in general not available in generic computing systems like standard infrastructure as a service (IaaS) or platform as a service (PaaS) clusters or data centers. Secondly, it is quite likely that the untreated output of a true RNG is biased. Therefore the output stream needs to be monitored continuously, and a bias correction is needed that is adjusted continuously (Hill et al., 2013) . Thirdly, true RNs are not repeatable, and forbid re-executing a simulation several times with generating exactly the same output -a knock-out criterion for science in general.
Quasi RNs are not random at all, but try to cover a (multi dimensional) space with certain characteristics. Prominent examples are Sobol or Halton sequences used for MC simulations (Korn et al., 2010) . We do not consider true and quasi RNs further in this work, details can be found in literature (Knuth, 1997; Korn et al., 2010) .
For the main reason of keeping simulations and calculations reproducible, PRNGs are the most favorable choice for simulation purposes. They try to generate a sequence looking like "good" RNs by a deterministic algorithm, this means i.i.d. from a statistical viewpoint (L'Ecuyer, 2007) . PRNGs have a number of advantages: they can be run on different execution platforms, require no additional hardware support, and produce exactly the same output streams when seeded with equal values. In the following we will therefore focus on PRNGs only.
Generating parallel random numbers
A comprehensive summary about generation methods for parallel RN streams has been given recently by Hill et al. (2013) . This section will give a brief overview and comments on some of the methods for generating multiple independent RN streams. We focus on approaches that can be realized in hardware by either utilizing multiple RNGs or a fast, parallelized RNG and use WELL and MTs generators as examples. Parallel RN streams can be generated from: As these also have to be seeded, we realize a random seeding of the WELL and MT by seeding the seed generators differently.
Multiple generators of different type
The straight-forward way of getting RNGs of different type is to use a different algorithm for each of the RNGs. Because of the limited number of known algorithms with each having varying statistical properties and implementation complexities, such an approach poses strict limits on the number and quality of RNs generated in parallel for obvious reasons and is not considered here. The WELL and MT generators, however, allow the use of the same algorithm with different parameter sets that correspond to different underlying recurrence polynomials. Correlations between the RN streams generated by following this approach are considered highly unlikely. As the parameter sets for the WELL and MT generator types have to be found by extensive search, parallelism by using this so-called Parametrization is also limited (Tian and Benkrid, 2009 Hill et al., 2013) .
Quality issues
As stated before, PRNGs do not produce real RNs, but try to create a "good" output streams that looks random. Evaluating the quality of PRNGs has been an active topic for a long time. To a special degree, this research was driven by Pierre L'Ecuyer, Michael Mascagni, and others who investigated novel RNG approaches. For example, L'Ecuyer has formulated several key criteria for "good" RNGs: a long period, repeatable outputs, portability to different execution platforms, and the ability to split the output sequence into multiple independent blocks (what means they should implement an efficient jump-ahead strategy) and each block again into substreams with the leap frog approach (L'Ecuyer, 2007; L' Ecuyer and Panneton, 2005 Ecuyer and Simard, 2007) is considered the most comprehensive one and is preferred by many researchers (Salmon et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2013) . A first requirement for a good parallel PRNG is that it also has to be a good sequential PRNG (Srinivasan et al., 2003) . Obviously, when testing different substreams of one PRNG, it is mandatory to ensure that exactly the same substream can be outputted again to allow debugging and reproducibility of the test results (Hill et al., 2013) .
In 2003, Srinivasan et al. have stressed the importance of test concepts for parallel RNGs, in particular for high-performance computing (HPC) applications (Srinivasan et al., 2003) . They have introduced the terms intra-stream and inter-stream correlations to highlight that both characteristics are crucial for a "good" parallel RNG: the quality of each substream itself, and the independence of all substreams from each other. They also presented first test strategies for parallel RNs.
In order to test inter-stream correlations, Salmon et al. (2011) have concatenated blocks of multiple substreams with a round-robin scheme to a single test stream that they have fed into the TestU01 suite (Salmon et al., 2011) . Due to the correlation tests included in TestU01, correlations between the substreams coming from different generators are detected. We also follow this approach in our work, but show that there may be problems when not carefully selecting the right assembly configuration (see Sect. 4.3).
Related work
A hardware implementation of the MT algorithm has, for example, been reported by (Chandrasekaran and Amira, 2008) . Parallel RN generation by multiple MT generator cores with different parameter sets was described by (Tian and Benkrid, 2009 ). They reported their design to outperform CPU and GPU implementations of the MT algorithm by a factor of 25× and 9× respectively w.r.t. throughput. An investigation of the statistical properties of the generated numbers, however, was not performed.
Dalal and Stefan presented Interleaved Parallelization (IP) and Chunked Parallelization (CP), two methodologies for parallelizing RNGs of MT and WELL type (Dalal and Stefan, 2008 ). There, the state vector of the RNG is partitioned in a way that multiple numbers can be generated in parallel. A corner case of this scheme, a fully parallel implementation of the MT, was reported by Sriram and Kearney (Sriram and Kearney, 2009 ). Both parallelization schemes result in a Leap Frog partitioning at the outputs of the parallelized RNGs. However, they are only practical for grades of parallelism that are a divider of the state vector size (that is 624 for the MT19337). Table 1 lists the resource consumption of selected MT implementations on field programmable gate array (FPGA). Even if the different target FPGAs are taken into account it becomes clear that IP and CP are more hardware efficient than using multiple instances of the respective serial generator. We have been able to confirm these numbers in our own investigations. While BRAMs can become a critical resource in highly parallel RNG architectures we also considered the TinyMT with an internal state of 127 bits, far smaller than the MT with 19937 bits. The TinyMT only uses registers for the state storing, but is characterized by a smaller period.
L'Ecuyer and Panneton have compared throughput and jump-ahead computation times for LFSRs, MT, and the (Hill et al., 2013) . They concluded that the use of the MTGP with longer periods therefore is safe.
At SC11, Salom et al. (2011) have presented an evaluation of so-called counter-based PRNGs. They are highly scalable, can be implemented on central processing unit (CPU), graphics processor unit (GPU), and FPGA based architectures, and therefore seem to be very promising for distributed HPC simulations. The presented PRNGs pass the Big Crust test battery of the TestU01 suite without failures and even beat the MT19337. At the same time, the counter-based generators can achieve around the same throughput as the MT19337 in software. However, counter-based PRNGs have not been considered for hardware implementation up to now, this is ongoing research due to their higher implementation complexity.
New investigations
We have seen that a lot of approaches have been followed to generate and test parallel RNs. However, we had difficulties to evaluate the scalability and efficiency of these methods for highly parallel settings. For example, the leap frog approach does not scale above the dimensionality of the PRNG, i.e. 627 for the MT19937 (Hill et al., 2013) . Splitting the RN stream into blocks in advance with the jump-ahead algorithm is critical if it cannot be ensured that the amount of consumed numbers never exceeds the defined block sizes. Furthermore, also the jump-ahead computations are quite compute intensive and do not scale very well (Hill et al., 2013) . Instantiating multiple generators with different parameters sounds promising, but also in this case the available number of configuration is limited (Tian and Benkrid, 2009 ).
Therefore we have investigated partitioning schemes that aim at high degrees of parallel RN streams, in particular random seeding approaches with standard generators. The results are given in the following sections.
Mersenne twister substream analysis
Since the MT19937 is one of the most popular PRNGs and implemented in many available libraries and software tools, we have analyzed the quality of MT19937 substreams generated with the leap frog method. We have used the MT19937 C implementation as provided by Matsumoto and Nishimura, refined by Richard Wagner in 2009 1 . The seed was fixed to 0x00001571.
In total we have run 88 test on a selection of substreams from up to 64 total substreams. Due to the high runtimes even on the employed compute cluster especially for higher numbers of substreams, we were not able to check all configurations. In 58 of 88 cases, only tests number 80 and 81 (that are always failed by the MT19937) have failed. In 27 cases one additional test was suspicious, and only in 3 cases two additional tests showed suspicious outputs. In summary, the obtained results have shown no suspicious values at all. Therefore we conclude that it is safe to split standard MT19937 streams into up to 64 substreams, what should be sufficient for supplying up to 64 PEs with one generator instance.
Investigating seed collisions
One method of generating independent random number generators is to use multiple instances of the same generator with different seeds. Each obtained output stream is then a subsequence of one long period sequence, while the starting point depends on the seed. For random streams, the distance between two streams is unknown and they might even overlap. Overlapping streams are highly correlated and have to be avoided. Before considering this, let us investigate the probability it is that two substreams overlap.
It is helpful to visualize the period as a circle in which each instance of a random number generator draws consecutive numbers on this circle, see Fig. 1 . When two seeds are too close together on this circle, the streams of random numbers overlap and we have a stream collision. In the following setup we consider n independent RNGs with a period length of L. For each RNG we draw l consecutive RNs. Let us consider two RNGs. The probability for the second one to not collide The circles represent the whole period of the random number generator. We consider three instances of the same random number generator. Each generator is seeded with a random number and a specific amount of random numbers are drawn from it. In the left case the streams do not overlap, while on the right side the first random number generator collides with the second.
with the first one is:
When we add one more, the probability of this third generator not colliding with the first two depends on their actual position. The probability is the least when both are far apart. In general it is:
We can extend this series and get an upper bound estimate for the collision probabilityP n :
We assume that our random number generators run with 5 GHz, generating one RN per clock cycle, running for 100 years. This results in an l of about 10 18 . For the MT the state vector has 19 937 bits resulting in a period of about 10 6002 . We consider chips with 1000 of such generators. We are interested in the collision rate for such chips and huge system containing up to one millions of them. To calculate the fractions containing such large numbers we have used the fractions package in Python. To reduce the number of multiplications we estimate the collision rate with an even higher upper bound as:
This power can be efficiently computed with only log 2 (n−1) multiplications instead of n − 1 required for Eq. (3). For n = 10 6 these are 20 instead of 999 999 multiplications. 1 2 2 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 2 2 -----2  2  4 2 ------2  2  8 2 ------2  2  16 -------2  2  64 -------2  2  256 -------2  2  1024 -------2 The resulting probabilities for various RNGs are shown in Table 2 . For RNGs with reasonably large state vectors the probability of a seed collision is below 10 −5964 even for incredibly large systems containing one billion RNGs running at 5 GHz for 100 years. We can conclude that when the seed is chosen randomly a collision is negligibly unlikely for the MT19937 and WELL44497b. However, for the TinyMT more advanced parallelization methods should be utilized, like e.g. parameterization.
Inter-stream correlations
In the last section we have seen that stream collisions are highly unlikely for different seeds. Based on this insight it seems reasonable to realize parallel random number generation by using independent RNGs each with a random seeds. However then question remains what the quality of these streams is. The generator might for example show longterm correlations resulting in inter-stream correlations, as discussed in Sect. 2.2.
We now derive a methodology on how to analyze interstream correlations. For this it is helpful to keep the application in mind that uses the parallel RNG. In general it is possible to execute a parallel program on a serial processor for which only one instruction is executed at a specific time. That means a single stream of random numbers exists that is equal to how the parallel RNGs are accessed during execution. Thus we can analyze parallel RNGs also with the standard test suites for single streams by using this serialized stream.
While in general the serialized stream is an arbitrarily interleaved stream from the parallel streams, it is helpful to consider some representative cases. We consider that the program operates on blocks of random numbers of the same size d. This is clearly the case for Monte Carlo simulations, used very widely in communication system simulations. Then we can serialize the parallel streams as shown in Fig. 2. 
Random seeding
Random seeding requires the use of a RNG itself to generate numbers of all the seed values. In Sect. 4.2 the probabilities for seed collisions are only valid when all starting points are equally likely. This means the seeding procedure has to be carefully validated, such that it does not favor specific starting points.
For our robust seeding procedure, we use the seeding algorithm integrated in the MT19937 C implementation (version 2002) and seed the RNG n with seed 0 +n. We have tested the serialized stream for eight independent seed 0 and calculated the mean of failing tests. All investigations have been made with the Big Crush battery from the TestU01 suite v1.2.3. The result is shown in Table 3 .
For one generator already two test are failing, for which the MT is known for. However, for increasing numbers of RNGs and block sizes, the serialized stream gets even better. For block sizes of 100 k and higher the same TestU01 results are as for single MT stream. This is due to the limited analysis window of the TestU01 suite as sample sizes of the tests that have been conducted n have been in the order of 10 9
≥ n ≥ 10 6 . As a counterexample we have implemented a naive seeding procedure based on the Tausworthe 88 RNG. It seeds the complete state vector n of the MT with the first values from a Tausworthe RNG. This Tausworthe 88 is itself seeded with the vector [0x88cb47c9 + 2 (seed 0 + n), 0x8a9cdf65 + 4 (seed 0 + n), 0xcaf40ed9 + 8 (seed 0 + n)]. In this case only a block size d of one has been considered for eight independent seed 0 . The number of failing test are shown in Table 4 . Starting from eight RNGs the number of failing tests dramatically increases, rendering this naive procedure useless. This stresses the importance of the seeding method.
For the robust seeding procedure we can conclude that no inter-stream correlations are observable. Further the use of independent MT generators even improves their quality.
Conclusion
The recent increase in available computation power on highly parallel computing clusters or the Cloud have enabled researchers and professionals to run distributed Monte Carlo simulations easier than ever before. However, those parallel simulations require high-quality parallel random number streams. In this work we have analysed to which extent stateof-the-art PRNG qualify for their employment in parallel settings. We show that the popular MT19937 Mersenne Twister and the superior WELL random number generator are able to create high-quality parallel random number streams, in particular with the random seeding method. Furthermore we reveal that seed collisions for those two generator types are very unlikely, even for high degrees of parallelism, and that no inter-stream correlations are observable. Nevertheless, the parallel seeding method has to be carefully selected. We present a working method and show how to test it. All in all, we conclude that applications involving parallel random number streams need special attention on this point, though available generators are well-applicable for these tasks.
